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A Quantitative Description of KcsA Gating II: Single-Channel Currents
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The kinetic transitions of proton-activated WT KcsA and the noninactivating E71A mutant were studied at the 
single-channel level in purifi ed, liposome-reconstituted preparations. Single-channel currents were recorded using 
patch-clamp techniques under nonstationary and steady-state conditions. Maximum-likelihood analyses reveal that 
the key infl uence of acidic pH is to increase the frequency of bursting without an effect on the intraburst open 
and closed dwell times, consistent with the fi nding from macroscopic currents that protons promote activation 
without a signifi cant effect on inactivation. However, in steady-conditions of pH, voltage not only alters the burst 
frequency but also affects their properties, such as the frequency of the fl ickers and the dwell times of the closed 
and open states. This is to be expected if voltage modulates pathways connecting open and inactivated states. 
Upon opening, KcsA can enter at least two closed states that are not part of the activation pathway. The frequency 
and duration of these closed states was found to be voltage dependent and therefore these are likely to represent 
short-lived inactivated states. Single-channel recordings of WT KcsA also show varying propensity for the presence 
of subconductance states. The probability of occurrence of these states did not show clear modulation by volt-
age or pH and their origin remains unclear and a focus for further investigation. A kinetic model is proposed to 
describe the gating events in KcsA that recapitulates its macroscopic and single-channel behavior. The model has 
been constrained by the single-channel analyses presented in this work along with data from macroscopic currents 
in the preceding paper.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

A wealth of structural information on potassium-selective 

pores has been gathered from KcsA, a proton-activated 

K+ channel from Streptomyces lividians (Schrempf et al., 

1995; Cuello et al., 1998; Doyle et al., 1998; Perozo 

et al., 1998, 1999; Gross et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2001; 

Zhou et al., 2001a,b; Zhou and MacKinnon, 2003; Blunck 

et al., 2006; Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a,b). At basic 

intracellular pH, the C-terminal half of the second 

transmembrane (TM) segment of each of the four chan-

nel subunits come together as a helix bundle and has 

been suggested to form a barrier for permeating ions, 

thereby acting as the primary gate for the channel 

(lower or activation gate) (Perozo et al., 1999; Liu et al., 

2001; Jiang et al., 2002). Several lines of evidence sug-

gest that in response to acidic intracellular pH there 

are signifi cant conformational changes within the helix 

bundle that lead to tilting and rotation of the TM 

segments, which in turn might be related to channel 

opening (Perozo et al., 1999; Kelly and Gross, 2003). 

Although the precise location of the pH sensor is still 

unknown, a recent solution nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) study has showed that residue H25 at the 

interface of the two TM segments in the intracellular 

mouth of the channel changes conformation in a dramatic 

fashion in response to a change in pH. From this and 

other observations, the authors implicate this residue 

as a key component of the pH sensor in KcsA (Takeuchi 

et al., 2007). However, in the absence of conclusive 

functional evidences its role as a pH sensor still re-

mains speculative.

Further, upon opening, KcsA shows a time-dependent 

decay of conductance as the channel enters an inacti-

vated state. EPR measurements showed that the lower 

gate was open under these conditions (Perozo et al., 

1999), suggesting the presence of a second gate (upper 

gate, inactivation gate) that controls the gating kinetics 

once the lower gate is open. The transition rate into this 

state has been shown to be governed by residue Glu71 

in the pore helix (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a). This 

residue also contributes to the voltage dependence of the 

inactivation process (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006b). 

Guided by the knowledge of the underlying regulatory 

motifs that mediate certain gating reactions, we aim to 

correlate this structural information with a thorough 

functional analysis in an effort to provide a framework 

for physical and mechanistic interpretation of the chan-

nel function.

For eukaryotic channels, the fi rst quantitative de-

scription of the activation and inactivation gating was 

provided by Hodgkin and Huxley. They proposed that 
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for K+ channels, gating involved independent transi-

tions of four gating particles such that the rates of these 

transitions were exponentially dependent on voltage 

(Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). This idea was in con-

gruence with the later fi nding that K+ channels were 

composed of four identical subunits with each subunit 

contributing a voltage sensor toward the activation process 

(MacKinnon, 1991). Further studies based on more 

sophisticated patch-clamp measurements of macroscopic 

ionic and gating currents as well as single channel 

currents have since suggested that individual subunit 

transitions during channel activation may not be com-

pletely independent and some of these events might be 

cooperative or even concerted (Bezanilla et al., 1991; 

Papazian et al., 1991; Stuhmer, 1992; Tytgat and Hess, 

1992; McCormack et al., 1994; Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998). 

Similarly, several other studies have proposed that in-

activation process is also not an independent mecha-

nism but is coupled to activation (Goldman and Schauf, 

1972; Bezanilla and Armstrong, 1977; Armstrong and 

Gilly, 1979; Oxford, 1981; Goldman and Kenyon, 1982; 

Kuo and Bean, 1994). Based on these observations, sev-

eral tenable kinetic schemes have been proposed that 

incorporate some level of interactions among subunits 

during activation and inactivation processes (Bezanilla 

et al., 1994; Zagotta et al., 1994; Schoppa and Sigworth, 

1998b). In all of these models the channel opens only 

after each of the four subunits has undergone at least 

one transition between different conformational states. 

The fi nal step toward channel opening involves a con-

certed transition. Most models support the idea of a sin-

gle open state arising from a fully activated closed state. 

The major point of contention lies in the number of 

independent and concerted transitions that defi ne the 

activation pathway. In Kv channels, the independent 

transitions have been ascribed to the early movements 

of the individual voltage sensors while the concerted 

transitions were proposed to involve the coupled mo-

tion leading to the opening of the conduction pathway. 

Although the precise nature of the activating stimulus 

and consequently the structure of the regulatory domain 

differ signifi cantly among the members of K+ channel, 

they all share a fairly similar topology of the pore domain 

that harbors the ion permeation pathway. It is therefore 

reasonable to expect that some of these kinetic events and 

the associated conformational rearrangements might be 

conserved among the eukaryotic channels and the 2TM 

bacterial channels.

In the preceding paper (see Chakrapani et al. on 

p. 465 of this issue), we analyzed the kinetics of macro s-

copic currents in detail to understand some of the 

salient features of activation and inactivation gating 

of KcsA. We found that like most K+ channels, KcsA 

activates with a sigmoidal time course in response to an 

activating stimulus (pH jump), a feature that has been 

shown to be associated with the presence of multiple 

conformational transitions that precede channel open-

ing (Hoshi et al., 1994). The overall time course was 

found to be appreciably pH dependent and did not 

show any intrinsic voltage modulation. Upon opening, 

channels transition into an inactivated state with rates 

that are generally slower than the rates of activation. 

These rates are modulated by voltage and by permeant 

ions with little or no effect by protons. We also found 

that inactivation can occur from at least one closed state 

in the activation pathway, and most likely from closed 

state near the conductive conformation. Furthermore, 

our results reveal that inactivation entails at least a par-

tial activation of the channel and that the channel can 

reside in multiple inactivated states depending upon 

the extent of activation. Recovery from these inacti-

vated states seems to suggest that the different extents 

of activation might be correlated to differential stability 

of the inactivated state.

In this paper, we extend our studies to the single-

channel properties of KcsA to gain insight into the 

 molecular transitions that underlie the single-channel gat-

ing kinetics and how these translate to the overall behavior 

of macroscopic currents. Measurements were made at 

different pH and membrane potentials. Transitions 

among various conformational states were modeled as a 

time-homogenous Markov process with pH-dependent 

rates varying linearly with proton concentration and 

voltage-modulated rates varying exponentially as a func-

tion of the membrane voltage. We describe the strat-

egies for the development of a quantitative model to 

elucidate the activation and inactivation gating in KcsA. 

The rate constants for several of the gating steps, deter-

mined from single-channel and macroscopic currents, 

were incorporated into the model. This model was then 

used to simulate the nonstationary and stationary be-

havior of KcsA.

M AT E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

Channel Expression and Purifi cation
WT and mutant KcsA were expressed and purifi ed as explained 
in the accompanying paper and previously published protocols 
(Cortes and Perozo, 1997). The reconstitution of the channel 
into the liposomes was done at a low protein to lipid ratio 
(1:10,000 mass:mass) so as to ensure that there were one to fi ve 
channels in the patch.

Patch Clamp and Single-Channel Recordings
Single-channel recordings were made in inside-out confi gura-
tions under both steady-state and nonstationary conditions. Patch 
pipettes were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate capillaries, 
coated with Sylgard (Dow Corning Corporation) and fi re pol-
ished to a fi nal resistance of 2–3 MΩ. Currents were recorded 
under symmetrical conditions of 200 mM KCl and 10 mM MOPS 
buffer. pH jump experiments were performed using an RCS-160 
fast solution exchanger (Biologic) fed by gravity. During pH 
pulses, the membrane was held at either ±100 mV. Single-channel 
currents were recorded using an Axon 200-B patch-clamp amplifi er 
(Axon Instruments, Inc.). The data were digitized at a sampling 
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rate of 40 kHz and low-pass fi ltered to 5 kHz through an 8-pole 
Bessel fi lter.

Kinetic Analysis
Preprocessing. All kinetic analyses were done using the QuB 
suite of programs (www.qub.buffalo.edu). Single-channel cur-
rents were fi rst inspected visually and sections of data contain-
ing erroneous noise and over-lapping channel activity were 
excluded from further analysis. Drifts in baseline were adjusted 
using the baseline correction algorithms within the QuB pre-
processing module. Current traces were idealized into noise-
free open and close transitions using SKM, a segmental k-means 
algorithm (the Viterbi algorithm) based on hidden Markov model-
ing procedure at full bandwidth (Qin et al., 1996, 1997), or by 
a half-amplitude threshold-crossing algorithm after additional 
low-pass fi ltering to 2–3 kHz with an incorporated correction for 
fi ltering (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1982). Idealization by SKM 
yields the relative amplitude, mean duration, and the occupancy 
probability of the closed and open durations within the record. 
The closed and open intervals were compiled into histograms 
with logarithmic abscissa and square root ordinate (Sigworth 
and Sine, 1987) and were fi tted by sums of exponentials of 
the form

 −λ−λ= λ + λ +21 tt
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and λi is the reciprocal of the time constant of the ith component.
The number of closed and open states that best describe the 

data were identifi ed by fi tting the data to a linear scheme of closed 
and open states using a maximum likelihood criteria after impos-
ing a dead time of 25–75 μs.

Isolation of Bursts. A “burst” was defi ned as a series of openings 
separated by closed intervals all of which were shorter than a criti-
cal duration referred to as the τcrit. The single-channel recordings 
were idealized and the number of closed and open states deter-
mined as described above. τcrit was estimated as the intersection of 
areas between the second and third closed state durations. This 
τcrit value was used to isolate burst of openings that arises from 
one channel activity such that it minimizes the total number of 
misclassifi ed events (Jackson et al., 1983). Therefore, closed inter-
vals longer than τcrit were considered to correspond to gaps be-
tween bursts and those shorter than τcrit belong to closed events 
within the burst. The τcrit values thus estimated were used to iso-
late individual bursts within the idealized traces. Only bursts with 
fi ve or more openings were considered for analysis. The mean 
duration of open and closed times within the burst were estimated 
by averaging the corresponding idealized dwell times. These 
bursts were then categorized based on their mean intraburst open 
probabilities, which was estimated as intraburst-Popen = Mean open 
time /(Mean open + Mean closed time).

Since quantitative kinetic modeling studies necessitate the 
selection of kinetically homogeneous population of bursts, only 
the predominant mode of bursts was chosen for further analysis. 
Channel activities that did not conform to this population were 
deleted from the traces. Rate constants were estimated from the 

dwell-time distributions of the intraburst closed and open inter-
vals using an interval-based maximum likelihood method with an 
incorporated fi rst order corrections for missed events (25–75 μs) 
(Horn and Lange, 1983; Roux and Sauve, 1985; Ball and Sansom, 
1989; Qin et al., 1996, 1997).

Analysis of Macroscopic Currents. Model-based kinetic analy-
ses of the macroscopic currents were performed using the Mac 
module within the QuB suite. The rate constants for a given 
state model and the number of channels in the patch were es-
timated simultaneously by using a maximum likelihood method 
(Milescu et al., 2005). The proton binding sites were assumed 
to be identical and independent, thus reducing the number of 
free parameters. The rate constants for proton-mediated activa-
tion were determined by global fi ts of recordings made at three 
different pH values to Scheme 1. The voltage-dependent in-
activation rates were assumed to be an exponential function of 
membrane voltage of the form β(V) = β(0)eqv/kT, where β(0) is 
the forward rate constant at 0 mV, q is the effective charge, k and 
T denote the Boltzmann constant and temperature in the abso-
lute scale, respectively.

Simulation of Macroscopic and Single-Channel Currents. Stochastic 
simulations based on Scheme 1 were generated using the SIM 
module in the QuB software. The parameter values used for simu-
lations were those determined from the macroscopic and single-
channel analyses. For pH jump protocols, the leftmost closed 
state was assigned a unity starting probability assuming that at 
zero concentration of free proton all the channels exclusively 
occupy the unprotonated closed state. A sampling interval of 
25 and 200 μs were used for single-channel and macroscopic simu-
lations, respectively. The exponential fi ts and estimation of rate 
constants for the activation and inactivation phases were done us-
ing QuB. Burst analysis of the simulated single-channel data were 
performed as described above.

R E S U LT S

Ensemble Average of Single-Channel Currents
Ensemble Average of Single-Channel Currents Were Com-
mensurate with the Macroscopic Properties. To determine 

whether the macroscopic behavior of KcsA accounts for 

the activation and inactivation kinetics of channels at 

the single-molecule level, we performed pH jump ex-

periments for WT and E71A in liposomes reconstituted 

with few number of channels. Macroscopic current mea-

surements showed that the peak open probability drops 

close to 30-fold between pH 3.0 and 5.0 (accompanying 

paper, Chakrapani et al., 2007). As a consequence, for 

patches that contained only one channel, pH 4.5–5.0 

rarely elicited any opening. We therefore, restricted 

our analysis to measurements from patches with three 

to fi ve channels.

At each activating pH, the channels are seen to open 

in a burst of activity before they enter a long-lived non-

conductive state (Fig. 1). A burst typically consists of a 

series of openings and closings in quick successions, 

fl anked on either side by prolonged closures. Steps to 

more basic pH elicited fewer bursts within each sweep. 

Across various activating pH conditions, there is also 

a signifi cant difference in the time delay between the 
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application of the pulse and the fi rst opening (denoted 

by arrows in Fig. 1). The delay, referred to as the fi rst 

latency, gets substantially longer at more basic pH. Be-

cause differences in fi rst latency are typically refl ections 

of changes in the kinetic mechanism of activation, these 

fi nding are consistent with earlier results that show 

that pH alters the transitions in the activation pathway 

(Cuello et al., 1998; Heginbotham et al., 1999). The 

 ensemble averages of single-channel currents, obtained 

by summing 10 sweeps at each pH condition, show that 

this delay to fi rst opening underlies the sigmoidal ris-

ing phase of the macroscopic currents. At more acidic 

pH, the channel openings appear to cluster close to the 

start of the pulse and therefore the time course of mac-

roscopic activation occur faster. The time constant for 

half-maximal activation at pH 3.0 was estimated to be 

�20 ms. In contrast, openings in response to pH 4.75, 

at submaximal activation, are so broadly distributed 

throughout the sweep and therefore add up to a slowly 

rising macroscopic current. Upon opening into bursts, 

the channels enter a fairly long-lived nonconductive state, 

which is refl ected as a decline in ensemble average 

currents with a time constant of 2.5 s. The values for 

the activation and inactivation time constant for the 

ensemble averages are therefore in excellent agreement 

with the macroscopic rates reported earlier (Chakrapani 

et al., 2007).

Further, inspection of WT traces shows that even un-

der maximal activation, several pulses (pH 3.0) failed to 

open all of the channels in the patch. This observation 

suggests that channels do inactivate before full open-

ing or without ion conduction, a property of KcsA seen 

in macroscopic two-pulse experiments in the preced-

ing paper and also reported for voltage-gated sodium 

channels (Aldrich and Stevens, 1983; Aldrich et al., 

1983). The occurrence of such events is more obvious 

in patches with only one channel, where closed-state in-

activation is refl ected as null traces (unpublished data). 

This suggests that for WT KcsA, inactivation occurs to 

a signifi cant extent from states that kinetically precede 

complete opening and for this reason the measured 

peak open probability is predicted to be less than 1. 

Comparable fi ndings have been reported for Shaker where 

the peak open probability has been shown to be close 

to 0.8 (Hoshi et al., 1994).

Similar studies in the noninactivating E71A mutant 

(Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a) also showed a qualitative 

dependency of fi rst latency on pH and the ensemble 

Figure 1. Ensemble average of WT single-channel activity. Inside-out patches from liposomes containing KcsA in a low protein:lipid 
ratio (1:10,000 mass:mass). Representative openings elicited in response to jumps of indicated pH at +100 mV (top). The arrow marks 
the delay to fi rst opening. The peak amplitude of current at pH 3.0 reveals approximately three to fi ve channels in the patch. Ensemble 
averages of single-channel currents from 10 pulses of pH (bottom).
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averages reproduced the rising phase of the macroscopic 

currents (Fig. 2). However unlike WT, E71A mutant chan-

nels remained open during the entire length of the pulse 

and occasionally close briefl y into short-lived closed states. 

The absence of the long-lived closed states is refl ected in 

the ensemble as a nondecaying current. Further, maxi-

mal activation (pH 3.0) always elicits the opening of all 

the channels in the patch, as would be expected for a 

channel that dramatically slows down inactivation from 

both open and preopen closed states. Therefore, we 

consider the peak open probability of E71A to be �1.0, 

which is in agreement with the reported steady-state 

measurement of open probability for single channels. 

In principle, quantitative evaluation of fi rst latencies 

requires estimation of the delay to fi rst openings aris-

ing from one channel. Due to practical diffi culties in 

recording from patches with just one channel and the 

inability to quantify delays resulting from the rates of 

proton buffering and delivery, we have limited our analysis 

to qualitative comparisons.

Single-Channel Behavior
Kinetic Variability and Modal Gating. At the single-channel 

level, under stationary conditions KcsA gating is charac-

terized by a highly variable and complex kinetic behav-

ior, the origin of which is poorly understood. The overall 

gating heterogeneity arises from variation in the open 

probability as well as mean open and mean closed times 

(Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a). These parameters vary 

from patch to patch, even under identical experimental 

conditions. A careful inspection of steady-state current 

traces reveals the presence of several different patterns 

of burst behavior or “modes” (Fig. 3 A). To quantify the 

behavior of these modes, we chose patches where all 

types of modes occurred to signifi cant extent. After ide-

alization of current traces using SKM at full bandwidth, 

bursts of openings were defi ned using τcrit = 100 ms (see 

Materials and methods). Bursts with overlapping chan-

nel activity were discarded from analysis. A plot of burst 

Popen revealed three distinct populations based on their 

intraburst open probabilities and fl icker kinetics (Fig. 3 B). 

Representative bursts belonging to each family of modes 

are shown in left. The “high Popen” mode (Popen � 0.8) is 

characterized by long mean open time and short closed 

time, while the “low Popen” (Popen � 0.16) consists of 

short openings and long closures. The “fl icker” mode 

(Popen � 0.40) on the other hand is represented by fast 

gating transitions and short open and closed times. The 

most predominant mode observed in our ex perimental 

conditions corresponds to the “high Popen” mode (Fig. 3 A, 

middle red box), while the “low Popen” mode (top red 

box) and the “fl icker” mode (bottom red box) are also 

Figure 2. Ensemble average of E71A single-channel activity. Single-channel behavior of E71A, a mutant that removes inactivation, 
in response to pH jumps (top). Ensemble averages of 10 different pH pulses.
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seen to occur. The plot also reveals that there is no 

striking time dependence in the distribution of differ-

ent modes, which suggests that burst modes represent 

the activity of independent popu lations of channels. 

On rare occasions, we observe switching between modes 

within the same burst, which suggests that the heteroge-

neity in modal behavior described arises from a homog-

enous population of channels. Because of this infrequent 

modal switching and the observation that channels re-

side predominantly in the inactivated states with an 

overall low Popen, thereby making the determination of 

the number of channels in patch imprecise, there are 

no reliable means of determining the rates of switching 

between modes in the interburst gaps.

Although the open time distribution varied signifi cantly 

between these modes, the lifetime of the open state 

within each of these modes was largely confi ned to a single 

distribution (Fig. 3 C). The frequency of occurrence of 

these gating modes varied among patches, a fact that 

clearly underlies the observed variability in mean open 

and closed times (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a). 

 According to these fi ndings, single-channel currents 

recorded from KcsA incorporated into planar-lipid bilayer 

appear to gate predominantly in the low Popen mode 

(Heginbotham et al., 1999; Meuser et al., 1999; Splitt 

et al., 2000; LeMasurier et al., 2001).

Although the variable modal kinetic behavior of WT 

KcsA is not noticeably modulated by pH or voltage, mu-

tants in the region close to the selectivity fi lter that either 

eliminate inactivation (E71A) or dramatically increase 

the rate of inactivation (Y82A) seem to obliterate this 

variability to a signifi cant extent (Cordero-Morales et al., 

2006a). Therefore it is tempting to speculate that the 

modal behavior of WT KcsA might result from the intrin-

sic dynamics of the selectivity fi lter within a rather fl at 

energy landscape. Note that such heterogeneous kinetic 

behavior has been reported for a number of voltage- and 

ligand-gated channel families and with implications in 

Figure 3. Modal behavior of KcsA. (A) A continuous single-channel recording of KcsA under steady-state conditions at pH 3.0 
(maximal activation) with membrane potential at +100 mV. (B) KcsA displays a highly variable kinetic behavior that arises from 
a combination of three distinct modes of channels activity, the low Po, high Po, and the fl ickery mode. Boxed areas are shown in 
expanded time scale on the right. The frequency of occurrence of these modes is random and varies from patch to patch. This partic-
ular recording was chosen for illustration purpose only to highlight the occurrence of all the three modes. From the distribution of 
the modes within the trace it can be seen that for this patch the fl icker and the high Po modes seem to be more prevalent, although 
the occurrence of the fl icker mode is rare in most of the patches. (C) The lifetime of the open state within the modes is described by 
single exponentials.
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their physiological functions (Hess et al., 1984; Auerbach 

and Lingle, 1986; Patlak et al., 1986; Delcour et al., 1993; 

Naranjo and Brehm, 1993; Milone et al., 1998; Dreyer 

et al., 2001).

Another intriguing feature of KcsA gating is the oc-

currence of subconductance states. These states were 

reported from early on (Cuello et al., 1998; Meuser et al., 

1999; Splitt et al., 2000) and a few recent reports have 

also disclosed the occurrence of subconductance states in 

Shaker homologues (Chapman et al., 1997; Chapman and 

VanDongen, 2005). In Shaker homologues, the lifetime 

and frequency of subconductance states were found to 

be a function of voltage (Chapman et al., 1997; Chapman 

and VanDongen, 2005). These states were more popu-

lated at subthreshold potentials where the overall open 

probability was low. The openings were proposed to oc-

cur when one or more of the subunits transition into 

the activated position, thereby opening a conduction 

pathway of intermediate conductance. Along similar 

lines, we searched for a potential correlation between 

subthreshold pH and the frequency of occurrence of 

these states in KcsA. Preliminary analyses reveal a lack 

of such strict association (unpublished data). Further 

studies need to be performed to investigate this in 

greater detail. In this paper we have focused our analyses 

mainly on the effects of pH and voltage on the most 

prevalent gating mode (high Popen) and on the properties 

of only the full-conductance state.

Modulation of Gating Kinetics by pH
Increases in the NPopen Arise from Increase in Frequency of 
the Bursts without a Change in the Burst Behavior. Single-

channel currents of KcsA recorded in bilayer systems 

under steady-state conditions have shown that acidic pH 

increases the NPopen (Cuello et al., 1998; Heginbotham 

et al., 1999; Meuser et al., 1999). Since under steady-state 

Figure 4. pH-dependent modulation of single-channel behavior of KcsA under steady-state conditions. (A) Representative traces of 
single-channel currents recorded within the same patch under different pH conditions. Boxed areas denoting burst activity are shown 
below at higher resolution. Currents were sampled at 40 kHz and low-pass fi ltered at 5 kHz. (B) The NPo normalized to the value at 
pH 3.0 (for three patches) plotted against pH and fi tted with the Hill equation yields a pKa of 4.37 ± 0.03 and nH = 1.51 ± 0.06.
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conditions, KcsA channels predominantly populate the 

inactivated state, the observed increase in NPopen is not 

necessarily a manifestation of activation but is also of 

the recovery from inactivation. Therefore, the effect of 

pH on open probability could arise from a combination 

of these two pathways. Our macroscopic measurements 

under nonstationary conditions show that the effect of 

pH in increasing the open probability comes mainly 

from favoring transitions from the closed state(s) toward 

the open state, without a concomitant change in the 

transition rate toward the inactivated state (Chakrapani 

et al., 2007). In principle, an increase in peak open prob-

ability can also arise from parallel contributions from 

increase in mean open time, burst length, and dura-

tion of bursts. To address these possible contributions, 

we measured single-channel currents, from typically 

15–20-min recordings, under stationary conditions be-

tween pH 3.0 and 5.5 (the range of pH within which most 

of our macroscopic current measurements were made). 

Fig. 4 A shows representative single-channel currents 

at +100 mV at increasing pH values. Under steady-state 

conditions, the majority of the channels reside in the 

inactivated state, punctuated by brief periods of recovery 

observed as bursts of openings (Fig. 4 A).

The open probability within the patch, NPopen, in-

creases �30-fold between pH 5.5 and 3.0, in close agree-

ment with measurements from macroscopic currents 

(Fig. 4 B) (Chakrapani et al., 2007). The closed and 

open duration elicited by pH pulses were analyzed in 

the framework of a time-homogenous Markov process 

(Qin et al., 1997). The dwell times, at all pH conditions, 

were fi tted with the maximum likelihood estimates of 

distribution containing one open and four closed states 

in a linear (C-C-C-C-O) scheme (Fig. 5 A). Decreasing pH 

promotes a dramatic shortening of the lifetimes of the 

longest closed state (�20-fold between pH 5.5 and 3.0). 

This closed state represents the gaps between bursts and 

it is therefore the key determinant of the steady-state 

Popen. While at full activation (when the pH-sensitive 

lower gate is completely open), the long closures are 

dominated by the long-lived inactivated states, under 

conditions of subthreshold activation these states re-

fl ect closures both within the activation and inactivation 

pathway. The open channel dwell time is described by a 

single-exponential distribution and displays little or no 

dependence on pH. The predominant effect of increas-

ingly acidic pH appears to be to increase the frequency 

of openings.

Figure 5. pH increases the frequency of channel activity without an effect on the burst behavior. (A) Closed and open interval dwell-
time distributions for the entire record and the smooth line corresponds to the density functions calculated from the optimal fi t using 
a four closed and one open state model. (B) Kinetic analysis after extracting bursts of channel activity by using a critical time (τcrit). The 
“burst” consisted of the open state and the two shortest closed states, which most likely comes from a single-channel activity. (Inset) Nor-
malized values for six patches.
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We then isolated bursts that correspond to a single-

channel activity by choosing an appropriate τcrit as de-

scribed in the Materials and methods (Fig. 5 B). The burst 

comprised of the two shortest closed states and the open 

state. The results of analysis of these bursts are shown 

in Fig. 5 B. The burst duration was found to increase 

2.5-fold between pH 3.0 and 5.5, while the mean open 

time did not change signifi cantly within the pH range. 

The fast component in closed-channel dwell time dis-

tribution corresponds to the fast fl icker states (denoted 

by If) and is the predominant closed event in the single-

channel record. The duration (�0.2–0.5 ms) and the 

frequency of occurrence of this closed state were found 

to be invariant with pH. The second component of the 

closed duration distribution (Ii, intermediate closed state) 

has a lifetime of 2–5 ms and is also pH insensitive.

We then studied the effect of pH on the gating behav-

ior of the channel in the absence of inactivation (E71A 

mutant). Fig. 6 shows representative current traces of 

E71A at different pH and their corresponding amp-

litude histograms. At acidic pH (4.0), the channel 

showed an NPopen �1, while at more basic pH (5.0) the 

channels opened into short burst of openings and en-

tered into fairly long closures. The occurrence of these 

long-lived closed changed with pH. Since macroscopic 

currents elicited from E71A do not show inactivation in 

this pH range, the long duration closures most likely 

constitutes the closed states in the activation pathway. 

The events within the bursts at different pH were best 

fi t by a kinetic scheme consisting of two closed states 

and one open state, which again represents a subset of 

the overall gating behavior of the channel and consists 

only of the states that the channel enters after opening 

at acidic pH. The lifetime or the frequency of the short-

est dwell time closed state (If, fl icker state) and the in-

termediate closed state (Ii) are not affected by pH and 

therefore could represent a short-lived inactivated state 

from which the channel recovers quickly. As in WT KcsA, 

the distribution of the open duration within these bursts 

displays very little dependence on pH.

Together these results from WT and E71A suggest 

that once the channel opens. pH does not modulate the 

rates that govern transitions between various conforma-

tional states that are involved in inactivation gating. 

Since the distribution of open channel dwell time does 

not vary signifi cantly with pH, whereas the fi rst latency 

appears to vary appreciably, we conclude that the pH 

dependency of macroscopic kinetics arises mostly from 

Figure 6. Burst properties of E71A are not modulated by pH. (A) Representative single-channel traces displaying burst activity at 
various pH. (B) Amplitude histogram for the entire record shows the effect of pH in decreasing the lifetime of the closed state without 
an effect on the conductance of the open state. (C) Distribution of open and closed interval within bursts isolated using τcrit. The super-
imposed density functions were calculated by fi ts to model shown above the histogram. The rate constants are s−1.
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steps leading to the open state rather than from the 

open state itself. Further, the distribution of the mean 

open time (10–100 ms) is much shorter than the decay 

time constant of the macroscopic current (1–3 s). As in 

the case of channels that reopen several times before 

inactivating, the inactivation time constant of KcsA is a 

refl ection of the burst length (0.1–1 s) rather than the 

mean open time (Wyllie et al., 1998).

Modulation of Gating Kinetics by Voltage
Increases in the NPopen Arises from Increase in the Frequency 
and Duration of the Burst. The modulation of steady-

state open probability of WT KcsA by voltage has 

been reported by several studies (Cuello et al., 1998; 

Heginbotham et al., 1999; LeMasurier et al., 2001; 

Cordero-Morales et al., 2006b). With recent evidences it 

is becoming increasingly clear that the molecular basis of 

this modulation comes from the voltage dependence of 

the inactivation process (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006b). 

KcsA displays two types of voltage-dependent asym-

metries, inactivation and open channel noise (Cuello 

et al., 1998; Heginbotham et al., 1999). Inactivation rates, 

as measured from the time constant of macroscopic 

current decay, change 10–15-fold between ±150 mV. 

The I-V plots show that at depolarizing potentials, KcsA 

shows rectifi cation of outward current, while at hyper-

polarizing potentials, there is a noticeable decline in 

the current amplitude along with high incidence of 

short-lived fl ickers (Heginbotham et al., 1999). To un-

derstand the microscopic gating events modulated by 

voltage we analyzed the single-channel behavior at dif-

ferent membrane voltages. Fig. 7 shows representative 

current traces recorded under steady-state conditions 

of pH 3.0 at indicated membrane potential. A plot of 

Figure 7. Steady-state behavior of WT KcsA is modulated by voltage. (A) Single-channel currents recorded at pH 3.0 under different 
membrane potentials. Boxed regions are shown in high resolution below. (B) A plot of NPopen vs. voltage (from fi ve patches) shows the 
modulation of steady-state open probability by voltage.
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NPopen as a function of membrane potential is well fi t 

as a Boltzmann distribution with a midpoint at +10 mV 

and a z value of 0.7 eo (Fig. 7 B). Since at hyperpolariz-

ing membrane potential the amplitude of the currents 

was small and the open channel noise very high, we 

limited our analysis to the data in the range of +25 

to +150 mV. The increase in open probability was brought 

about by a decrease in the long closures corresponding 

to gaps between bursts of channel activity. An increase 

in the lifetime of the longest closed state (inactivated 

state, Is) with more negative potentials suggests that 

the rate of recovery from inactivation is signifi cantly 

slower at these potentials. Fig. 8 A shows the burst 

duration histogram (left) overlapped with the density 

function obtained from an optimal fi t to a scheme of 

two closed and one open state (right). Fig. 8 B shows 

that the length of the burst increases by approximately 

fi ve times between +25 and +150 mV. This increase in 

the length of the bursts arises predominantly from 

increases in the lifetime of the open state, which in-

creases �10 fold. The lifetimes of the two closed states 

are also modulated by voltage as revealed by the rate 

constants in Fig. 8 B. The most prominent effect being 

an increase in the frequency of the fl icker state (If) along 

with a decrease in their lifetimes at more negative 

potentials (Fig. 8 A). The dwell time of the open state 

is described as the inverse of the sum of all the exit rate 

constants from the open state and this value is domi-

nated by rate constant connecting the open state to the 

shortest closed state (in this case, it corresponds to the 

fl icker state). These fl icker states are more prevalent 

at hyperpolarized potentials, resulting in an overall de-

crease in channel open lifetime. One potential candi-

date giving rise to fl ickers could be the side chain of 

residue Glu71, which governs the voltage dependence 

of the slowest inactivation rate. Although neutralizing 

this charge (E71A) does not completely eliminate this 

fl icker state, it does reduce the voltage dependence of 

the transitions to and from the fl icker to a large ex-

tent (unpublished data). The second possibility is that 

flicker could arise from an open channel block by 

ions in solution. The frequency of fl icker transitions 

increases considerably at hyperpolarized potential, a 

phenomenon that could be explained if blocking ions 

signifi cantly enter the membrane electric fi eld. The life-

time of the intermediate closed state (Ii) tends to get lon-

ger with hyperpolarization (similar to Is), suggesting that 

this state might represent a short-lived (nonabsorbing) 

inactivated state. Further, the occurrence of two short-

lived closed states (�0.3 and �5 ms) that are not part of 

Figure 8. Voltage modulates the frequency and the behavior of bursts. (A) Dwell time distribution of closed and open events within 
bursts identifi ed using τcrit. Idealization and analysis of the burst were done at full bandwidth (40 kHz acquisition and 5 kHz fi lter) using 
SKM in the QuB suite. The solid line denotes the density function calculated by fi tting to two closed and one open state model. (B) The 
properties of the burst as a function of voltage. (Inset) Normalized values for three patches.
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the activation pathway has been reported for Shaker, 
although these states have been found to be nearly 

voltage independent (Hoshi et al., 1994; Schoppa and 

Sigworth, 1998a).

We therefore conclude that hyperpolarizing poten-

tials decrease the frequency of bursts as well as shorten 

their duration thereby causing dramatic effects on open 

probability. The decrease in burst lengths occurs as a 

consequence of the voltage-enhanced rate of entry into 

the long-lived inactivated state, while the decrease in 

the mean open time arises from an increase in the rate 

of the fl icker state. Together they lead to voltage-modu-

lated decline of macroscopic conduction as seen under 

nonstationary conditions (Chakrapani et al., 2007).

Strategy for Model Development. In this and the accom-

panying paper we characterize several features of the 

activation and inactivation gating of WT KcsA and a non-

inactivating mutant E71A under single-channel and 

ensemble conditions. These data will be used in the 

following section to derive a quantitative model for KcsA 

gating and obtain direct estimates of the rate constants 

for some of these gating events. Our scheme assumes a 

time-homogenous Markov model for gating in which 

transitions occur among discrete conductive and non-

conductive states (Fig. 8).

 
(SCHEME 1)

 

In this scheme, activation of KcsA is described by 

 sequential transitions among fi ve closed states before 

channel opening. The fast rising phase of the macro-

scopic current is always proceeded by a delay or foot 

that becomes more prominent at basic pH (Chakrapani 

et al., 2007), a result that suggests the presence of mul-

tiple closed states in the activation pathway. However, 

given the uncertainty in the number of closed states 

that can be fi t to the foot of the rising phase of the macro-

scopic and considering the tetrameric organization of 

identical subunits in KcsA, we choose to use four closed 

states, each corresponding to different number of pro-

tons bound. Although fi tting pH-dependent activation 

of KcsA with the Hill equation yields a value of �1.8–2.0, 

suggesting some degree of cooperativity in the activa-

tion pathway, as a fi rst approximation we will assume 

that the binding of protons to each of the four subunits 

is an equal and independent event. We incorporated a 

pH-independent fi nal transition from the fully proton-

ated closed state to the open state to account for the 

similarity in the bursting behavior of the channel at 

different pH conditions (Fig. 5). Such schemes with 

a combination of independent and concerted gating 

transitions have been successfully used to account for 

macroscopic currents, gating currents, and single chan-

nel data for Shaker and voltage-gated sodium channels 

(Armstrong and Gilly, 1979; Vandenberg and Bezanilla, 

1991; Tytgat and Hess, 1992; Bezanilla et al., 1994; 

McCormack et al., 1994; Zagotta et al., 1994; Schoppa and 

Sigworth, 1998b).

Our model describes ion conduction to occur from 

a single open state. The highly variable modal kinetic 

behavior of KcsA is not taken into consideration in the 

present scheme. KcsA has an extremely low spontane-

ous activity (at pH 8.0), suggesting that the opening of 

the channel from the unprotonated closed state is a rel-

atively rare event. Further, since the predominant com-

ponent of the open time distribution and the behavior 

of the burst does not change with pH (even though the 

open probability changes dramatically), we reason that 

the channel only opens from one closed state (most likely 

from the fully protonated closed state). We therefore 

Figure 9. Global fi tting of macroscopic current responses using maximum likelihood-based method to estimate the rate constant in the 
activation pathway. The rising phase of the macroscopic activation recorded at pH 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 was simultaneously fi t to the scheme 
(right) to get a direct estimate for the on and off rate for proton binding and the channel opening and closing rate constants. The scheme 
was constrained to assume that proton binding to all the subunits is equal and independent.
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believe that in WT KcsA, ion conduction does not occur 

until all of the subunits are in the open conformation 

and, therefore, the ion conduction most likely occurs 

through a concerted conformational change of all of 

the four subunits (Chakrapani et al., 2007).

Once open, KcsA enters into a nonconducting, in-

activated conformation (Is) from which the channel 

shows a very small rate of recovery accounting for 

�5–10% of the peak current at steady state (at depo-

larized potentials). Prepulse experiments show that 

KcsA inactivates also from closed state(s) before chan-

nel opening (Ic), an indication that full channel open-

ing and ion conduction is not a prerequisite for deep 

inactivation to occur (Chakrapani et al., 2007). In our 

model, the recovery from inactivation occurs from 

pathways connecting inactivated states to the closed 

states without passing through the open conductive 

states, as seen from monoexponential decay kinetics 

and lack of repriming currents during deactivation. 

Stationary single-channel kinetic analysis reveals the 

presence of at least two closed states within a burst 

of channel activity. The lifetimes of these states are 

unaffected by pH but are modulated by voltage. Given 

these properties, we suggest that these states corre-

spond to short-lived inactivated states that are not part 

of the activation pathway. In our kinetic scheme these 

are represented as If (flicker closures) and Ii (inter-

mediate closures).

To derive rate constants for various transitions that 

constitute the activation and inactivation gating of KcsA, 

we used a combination of macroscopic and single-channel 

measurements, recorded under different conditions of 

pH and voltage.

Estimation of Rate Constants in the Kinetic Scheme. Macro-

scopic currents were analyzed using a maximum likeli-

hood method incorporated in Mac module of the QUB 

software. The forward and reverse rate constants for 

channel activation were determined by global fi ts of the 

activation time courses at pH 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 to the fi ve 

closed state–one open state kinetic scheme (Fig. 9). The 

model was constrained in accordance with the assumption 

that proton binding to the four subunits is identical 

and independent. The results of the fi t gave us a Kd of 

Figure 10. Estimation of the rate constants and their voltage dependencies in the inactivation pathway. (A) The decay time courses of 
the macroscopic currents elicited by jumps to pH 3.0 at different membrane potentials were fi t to Scheme 1. The βOIs estimated from 
the scheme was plotted as a function of voltage and fi t using the equation β(V) = β(0)e qv/kT, yielding βOIs (0) = 1.22 s−1 and q = 0.26 e0. 
(B) To estimate the voltage dependency of the two short-lived closed states within the burst, the mean open time derived from single-
channel analysis was fi tted as an exponential function of voltage, which yields a partial charge of q = 0.42 e0. (C) Steady-state recovery 
from inactivation was estimated from the macroscopic records as ratio of steady-state current to its peak value (left). Steady-state recovery 
is also refl ected in the lifetime of the longest closed state in the single-channel currents under equilibrium conditions (right). Both mea-
surements reveal a partial charge of q = 0. 25 e0 with this conformational change.
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19.4 μM (pH 4.7) for proton binding. This value is in 

close agreement to the pKa estimated from the peak of 

the macroscopic response (pH 4.2) and from the single-

channel steady-state measurement (pH 4.3).

Once open, the channel displays at least three kinetically 

distinct nonconductive states (Is, Ii, and If). The estimates 

for the rate of entry into Is and its voltage dependence 

was obtained from the monoexponential kinetics of mac-

roscopic decay elicited by pH 3.0 at different membrane 

potentials. The time course of current from the peak of 

maximal activation to the steady-state value is primarily 

governed by the entry rate into the slowest component of 

the inactivation. A fi t to the OI scheme yields an estimate 

of the forward transition into Is, βOIs (Fig. 10). Estimate 

of the charge q that determines the voltage sensitivity of 

βOIs was obtained by fi tting an exponential function 

(Materials and methods) to βOIs between −75 and 

+100 mV, where the βOIs >> αOIs. The fi t gives a value 

of β(0) = 1.22 s−1 and q = 0.26 e0 (Fig. 10). The rate con-

stants for the two inactivated states (If and Is) were esti-

mated from single-channel bursts analysis as shown above 

in Fig. 8. The voltage dependence of these states, deter-

mined by fi tting the mean open time (which is an inverse of 

the sum of βOIi and βOIf) as an exponential function of 

the voltage yields a q of 0.42 e0. Together, the three for-

ward transitions from the open state into the inactivated 

states are associated with an equivalent of 0.68 e0.

To get an estimate for the partial charge involved in the 

recovery from slow inactivation (Is), we used both macro-

scopic and single-channel measurements. In macroscopic 

currents, recovery from inactivation was measured as the 

ratio of the amplitude of the steady-state current to its 

peak value and when fi tted to an exponential function of 

voltage yielded a value of 0.26 e0. In the single-channel 

record, this rate is a measure of the reciprocal of the life-

time of the longest closed state. Although, this value is 

directly affected by the number of channels in the patch, 

it nevertheless yields an approximate estimate of the 

charge associated with this gating process. If we assume 

there were approximately three to fi ve channels in the 

patch (which is a reasonable approximation under these 

conditions), the value for αOIs(0) = 0.035 s−1 and q = 

0.25 e0. Further, as shown in Fig. 8, the rate constant for 

the recovery from the If and Ii also show a residual voltage 

sensitivity (approximately twofold change between +150 

and +25 mV). Even though we have not assigned an asso-

ciated charge with the voltage dependence of the recovery 

of the channel from Is, upon closure of the lower gate, re-

covery measurements reveal an approximately threefold 

change between +100 and −100 mV  (Chakrapani et al., 

2007). Further, closed-state inactivation also appears to 

involve an associated charge movement that needs to be 

quantifi ed. Since these rates were approximately sixfold 

slower and the recovery appeared to be at least twofold 

faster than open state inactivation, we incorporated the 

approximate rates into the model. Together these  voltage 

dependencies refl ect the q of 0.72 e0 measured from the 

distribution of NPopen at different voltages as shown previ-

ously (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006b).

Model-based Simulation of KcsA Gating. To test the pre-

dictions of our kinetic model, we simulated macroscopic 

and single-channel currents using the SIM module of 

QuB software and estimated the kinetic parameters. 

Fig. 11 A shows the macroscopic activation in response to 

pH jump and the corresponding dose–response curve. 

The simulated traces depict the fast rising phase of the 

macroscopic followed by a slow decay to the steady-state 

value. A fi t of the Hill equation yields a pKa of 4.5 and 

Hill coeffi cient of 1.9. These values are in excellent 

agreement with those estimated from the experimental 

measurements. A comparison of the time constant for 

Figure 11. Model-based simulation of macroscopic 
currents. (A) Simulation of macroscopic currents in 
response to pH jumps using Scheme 1. Dose–response 
curves fi tted with Hill equation yields a pKa of 4.5 and 
the Hill coeffi cient 2. (B) pH dependence of the half-
maximal activation and inactivation time constants. The 
black and red circles represent the experimental and 
simulated values, respectively.
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half-maximal activation and inactivation (T0.5) estimated 

from the simulated currents (red) with those determined 

experimentally (black) shows the pH sensitivity of the 

rise time of activation and a relatively weak pH depen-

dency of the inactivation rates, as seen experimentally.

Single-channel currents simulated under stationary 

conditions at pH show long-lived closed states interrupted 

by burst activity (Fig. 12 A, left); while those in response 

to pH jumps show a clear pH dependency of fi rst latency. 

The presence of closed-state inactivation is well exem-

plifi ed by the presence of null traces (Fig. 12 A, right). 

Analysis of the burst kinetics show that pH does not alter 

the closed and open duration within the burst, while volt-

age modulates the length of the burst as well as the dura-

tion of the closed and open events within it (Fig. 12 B). 

The model therefore fairly accurately recapitulates the 

burst behavior of KcsA in experimental measurements 

and represents a working scheme that frames the gating 

properties of KcsA in quantitative kinetic terms.

D I S C U S S I O N

Mechanistic Interpretation of the Kinetic Scheme
In light of the extensive set of structural information now 

available for KcsA, our data provide a basis for mecha-

nistic speculations on the conformational changes that 

govern various gating events in KcsA. At neutral pH, 

KcsA predominantly occupies a closed, nonconductive 

state, in which the bundle crossing at the intracellular 

mouth of the channel provides a formidable barrier to 

the passage of ions, thereby acting as a physical gate 

(stimulus-dependent activation gate or lower gate) (Roux 

et al., 2000). The high resolutions structure of KcsA 

most likely represents this closed state or one very close 

to it (Doyle et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001b). Protonation of 

the intracellular “binding sites” (possibly H25 residue, 

Takeuchi et al., 2007) causes hinge-based translations 

of TM2 (and to a small extent TM1) around the chan-

nel’s central cavity, which is coupled to the opening of 

Figure 12. Model-based simulation of single-channel currents. (A) Stationary (left) and nonstationary (right) properties of single-
channel currents based on Scheme 1. (B) Kinetic properties of the burst at various conditions of pH and membrane voltage.
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the pore (Perozo et al., 1999). Akin to the mechanisms 

proposed for eukaryotic channels, the binding of pro-

tons and movements of individual TM segments might 

represent the set of independent subunit transitions 

(C1-C2-C3-C4), while the opening of the pore perhaps 

corresponds to a concerted pH-independent confor-

mational change (C5-O). Since the burst properties of 

KcsA are similar at different activating pH, ion conduc-

tion could be expected to progress only when all the 

subunits adopt a conductive conformation (as in C5).

Multiple lines of evidences suggest that the open-con-

ductive conformation of KcsA is intrinsically unstable 

(meta-stable state) (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a). Once 

the proton-activated gate opens, the channel spontane-

ously transitions to a nonconductive, inactivated state 

with entry and exit rates modulated by membrane 

 voltage (O-Is). The inactivated state has been proposed 

to involve a constriction in the outer mouth of the fi lter 

with a possible loss of ion-binding sites (Liu et al., 1996; 

Kiss and Korn, 1998; Loots and Isacoff, 1998; Kiss et al., 

1999). Although the molecular basis of the events that 

lead to inactivation are yet to be defi ned, the stability of 

the inactivated state in KcsA has been postulated to be 

governed by the interaction between residues Glu71 

and Asp80 (Cordero-Morales et al., 2006a). While this 

interaction is seen in the high-resolution crystal struc-

tures of KcsA that represent the closed state of the chan-

nel, its role in inactivation seems to kick in only upon 

channel activation as would be expected if conforma-

tional changes associated with channel activation further 

strengthen this interaction. The steady-state single- channel 

properties of KcsA reveal the presence of two other 

short-lived nonconductive states (Ii and If) that the chan-

nel can visit before entering the long-lived inactivated 

state Is. Since the occurrence and lifetimes of these 

states are modifi ed by voltage but unaltered by pH, they 

might represent the short lived inactivated states arising 

from the dynamic nature of the selectivity fi lter. Transi-

tions within the bursts are therefore defi ned by the 

Ii↔O↔If equilibrium. Removal of the Glu71–Asp80 

interaction in the E71A mutant dramatically destabilizes 

the Is state, thereby the predominant transitions at steady 

state being Ii↔O↔If.

Inactivation requires at least partial activation of the 

channel, although full opening or ion conduction is not 

entirely mandatory (Chakrapani et al., 2007), thus sug-

gesting that conformational changes associated with 

channel activation in some of the subunits are suffi cient 

to trigger inactivation. Since channels seem to recover 

faster from these closed-inactivated states than from in-

activated state originating from open conducting channel, 

these states might involve different extent of distortion of 

the fi lter. Recovery from inactivation or resetting of the 

fi lter back to its conductive conformation occurs upon 

closure of the lower gate, which in principle implies that 

a closed lower gate favors the conductive conformation of 

the fi lter while the open lower gate tends to facilitate a 

collapsed fi lter. Still, KcsA shows �10% recovery un-

der steady-state conditions. These recovering channels 

could represent a population that spontaneously recovers 

from inactivation (without closure of the lower gate) or, 

although less likely, could also denote channels in which 

the lower gate closes momentarily.

A thorough understanding of ion channel mechanics 

will eventually result from a combination of direct 

structural information with detailed functional charac-

terization. Given the technical advances in the fi eld of 

membrane protein crystallography and spectroscopy and 

the pace at which new high resolution structures of K+ 

channels are being generated, we believe that this study 

provides an important framework to understand the 

mechanism of channel function.
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